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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Length ____ _ 
Time ______ _ 







meter ___________________ _ 
second __________________ _ 







foot (or mile) ________ _ 
second (or hour) ______ _ 
weight of one pound __ _ 
Symbol 
ft. (or mi.) 
sec. (or hr.) 
lb. 
PoweL __ -- _ P kg/m/s __ --- --- _ -- --- _____ --- __ ----- horscpoweL _ -- --- --- _I hp 
Speed ________________ {km/hL___________________ k. p. h. mi./hr. ______________ m. p. h. 
m/s ______________________ m.p.s. it./sec. ______________ 1 f. p. s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight,=mg 





p, Density (mass per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m- 4 
S2) at 15° C and 760 mm = 0.00237 (lb.-
ft.- 4 sec.2). 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 
kg/m3=0.07651Ib./ft.3 
mk2, ~10ment of inertia (indicate 8...-US of the 
radius of gyration, k, by proper sub-
script). 
S, Area. 
Sw, Wing area, etc. 
G, Gap . 
b, Span. 
c, Chord length. 
blc, Aspect ratio. 
j, Distance from C. G. to elevator hinge. 
J.L , Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
q, Dynamic (or impact) pressure=~p V2 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient OL= q~ 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD=; 
0, Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 
o 
Oe=qs 
R, Resultant force. (Kote that the e coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients Le, Dc·) 
iu" Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line). 
ill Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrnrt line. 
'Y, Dihedral angle. 
Vl 
p -, Reynolds Number, where l is a linear 
J.L dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 mis, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
270,000. 
Op, Center of pres ure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of C. P. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
{3, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (i,-iw)' 
a, Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of downwash. 
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YAWING MOMENTS AT SEVERAL ANGLES OF PITCH 
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S MMARY 
This report present8 the results of an exten ion to 
Mgh er angles of attack of the ?'71 vestigation described 1'n 
Reference 1, oj the rolling and yawing moments due to 
aileron of rarious chords and spans on two airfoils having 
the Clark Yand F. S. 1. 27 wing ections. 
The meacurements were made at variou angle of 
pitch but at zero angle oj ,.oll and yaw, the wing chord 
being set at an angle of + 4° to the juselage axis. In 
. I 
I I ~ :ll.kl 
' ~ II 
, ....l L ~5" ' • 
1Io .---J Position of offoch-menf of roll bol-
o once wire, 0 - 288" 
Position of attach-
ment of yow balance 
wire 
FIGCRE 1. Di mensioned drawing of model 
the ca e of the Clark Y airf011 the measurement haz-e 
been e:ttended to a p1'tch angle of 40°, u8i.ng ailerons 0.1 
span equal to 67 pel' cent of the '/1J1'ng 8emispan and 
chord equal to 20 and 30 per cent of the wi ng choNZ. 
Iti ' planned later to eJ.'tend the inl'estigation to hinge 
moment ' oj the aileron s jor the conditi.on s cOl'ered in 
the rolling and yawing moment tests. 
The work was conducted in til, 10-joot tlyind tunnel 
of the Bureau oj Standards on wing models of 60-inch 
span and lO-inch chord. 
I TROD CTIO 
The work wa continued through the cooperation 
of the Aeronautic Branch of the Departmen t of 
I Commerce and the ational Advi Ol'Y Committee 
fot' Aeronautics, fot' the purpo e of furthering the 
knowledge of the rolling and ya.wmg moment du e 
to conventional ailerons on some representative 
American winO" ections. 
~~-----===~~~==~ , 
% chord ~o 1.2S i?S 50 7,5 10 IS ,20,30140~50J60 70. 80 9(i14.?: 10Q 
U.S. A. 2/ Upr: 1.77 3 80 50.76. 94 8.22 9.19, ;/0,50 /1.3711.9711.68/0..869.5418.08:,6.10 3.69,i?26 0.67 
~Lwr. I. 72,.050 0}6io. 19p 100.020. 100.36.0.93 1.14 0. 75.o.c8P06 0.01 0.lc,o·Ro.6S Clark y: Upr: 3.62538643 7.83 8 79,9.5610.6311.321168113710.499.13 7,34 5212.79 1.50 0. If.' 
l Lwr:3.58 1.861.420.91 0.59.0.39 O.l.?O.OI 0.0000120.00,0.00.0.000.000.000.000.00 
FI(~t'HE 2. PT'o fi1 (l~ nnd ('oordinntcs of C lark Y Hnd { ~. ~ . . \ . 27 wing s('(·tion~ 
D ESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS A D MODELS 
\. detailed de cription of the apparatus and model 
is gi \'en in Reference 1 and a dim.en ioned sketch 
f the mod 1 i hown in Figure l. The profiles and 
A, Rollmomenform= 2.Slfl. 
B, Yaw " = 2.C ~ 'I. 
C, Cen fe r of ro/ation 
F' HH'HE 3 .-~\ \OIlOmCll'ic dra''''inK of model in t llnnel , i'H.: lucl -
ing skel ch of resolut ion o[ [urces 
coordinates of the " 'ing ection u ed arc gi\'en m 
Figure 2, and a ketch of the method of mounting 
the model in the tunnel in Figure 3. 
ARRANGEMENT OF BALANCES 
A ketch of the balance arrangement i hown in 
Figure 3. The model wa supported in the tunnel 0 
that the leading edge of the wino' was Yel'tical and the 
3 
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rolling and yawing forces read on balan e of the pen-
dulum type. The roll and yaw f rce wires were kept 
normal to the wind tream. 
METHOD OF OBSERVATIO 
A before, imultaneous measurements of the tension 
in the roll and aw balance wires were made at peed 
of 40,5 .7, and 80 feet per econd (re pectively, 27.3, 
40, and 54.5 miles pel' hour). Observation were made 
at a uJficient number of aileron angle to determine t he 
FIGUREI.-Pholograpb of model sel at 12° pilch in lunnel 
characteristics of the curve. The ailerons were set to 
th desired angle by the u e of metal template and 
were secured by thin metal trip on the top and bottom 
of the wing (fig. 4), a it was found that the tifl'ne of 
the pins was not ufficicnt to prevent a change of the 
aileron angle under the wind pres lire. 
REDU CTIO OF OBSERVATIONS 
Small rolling and yawing forces, which appeared to 
be due to the drag of the balance wires and to a slight 
asymmetry of the model, were noted at zero aileron 
angle in all ca es . Correction wa made for the e forces 
in the reduction of observations. 
The re ults are exp l'e sed III the usual ab olute 
coeffi ient , namely: I 
L N 
L= qbS and ON= qjS 
where OL and Qv are the ab olute rolling and yawing 
moment coefficient for one aileron. 
L and N are respectively rolling and yawing mo-
ments in pound -feet. 
q=%pVZ = O.OOl1 9\12 
b = wing span in feet 
f = distance from center of rotation of model to end of 
tail. ( 01'E.-This di tance was cho en a clo ely 
l'ep re nting the di tance from the center of O'ravity 
of the airpl ane to the l eading edge of the elevator) 
= wing area in square feet (chord length X span ) 
V = wind speed in feet pec second 
p = ai l' den ity = 0.002378 slug per cubic foot at 15° C. 
and 760 mm. pre sure 
The re ul ts are reduced to body axes as reference 
axes and the direction are conventional, a moment 
tending to produce a clockwi e rotation a viewed 
from the pilot's seat being con idered positive. The 
longitudinal axi is the a:>ris of the fu elage, the axis 
of yaw i perpendicular to the longitudinal axi~ find 
to t he span of the wing, and the pitch axi is parallel 
to the wing span . The redu tion to body axe 
made a follow : 
Referring to Figure 3, the roll force re olved parallel 
to the axi of yaw i Tn co 0, where Tn is the net 
ob erved tension in the roll wire and 0 is the angle 
of pitch. The rolling moment is A Tn cos O. Be au e 
of he inclination of the roll 'wire to the pitch plane, a 
component Tn sin 0, having an arm A, enter into the 
computation of the yawing moment. The yawing 
moment, therefore, is een to be - BTN + A Tn sin O. 
Note that an increase in the yaw balance readinO' 
corre ponds to a negative yawing moment according 
to the convention adopted; hence t he minu SIgn. 
RESULTS 
The sign and values for one aileron given in the 
table and plot are for a single aileron on the right 
wing tip. The combined value were obtained by the 
direct ummation of the values for corre ponding 
aileron settings and are for the condition of right 
aileron up and left aileron down. The reference axes 
are body axes with the origin at the center of rotation 
of the model. 
Inve tigation having hown the cale effect within 
the speed range of the e te t to be small , the use of 
faired curve through all point r epresenting observed 
value eemed ju tified. The value of OL, ON, and 
NIL given in T able I-XVI and Figures 5-47 were 
read from the fai.red curves. 
J Note thal the coefficients are based on wing dimensions whicb are held constant 
lh roughoul the im'estigation: i. e. 
L= CLq limes a constao =20.83 CLq 
and 
N= C",q limes a constaol= 8. CNq 
EFFECT OF VARIATION OF CHORD A D PA OF AILERONS 
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FIGl:R'" 6.-Clark Y wing section. CL and CN for down aileron Bngles 
versli per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch angle 0. pan, 20 
inche (67 per cent of wing s8mispan) 
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Per cenf aileron span of wing semi-span 
FIGURE .-Clark Y wiug section. CL and C, for down aileron !lJ1g1es 
versus per cent aileron span of wing semispan. Pitch angle, 0. (,hord, 
2.5 inches (25 per cent of wing chord) 
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j . .1 I J J 
_ 0 ~ile)on Jpan 120 II.). 
.20 chord 3.5" 
X Atleron span 20" "_ 
chord 3.0 " 
t----±-Aileron span 20 in. 
chord 2.5" 
/'; Aileron span 20 in. 
chord2.0 ,,-
\l Aileron span 20 in . 
. 161--i-- i----11- -----t-- chord 1.5 .. -1----+--+--'-1 
o 8° /6° 24° 32° 40° 
Aileron angle, nghf up - leR down 
FIGUIl'; H.- C lark Y wing section. Combined CJ. and C." for \'srying 
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1-'\GUIlE I:l.- Clark Y wing section. N I L for combined ailerons (right 
up, I It down) versus per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch 
HllgJe, 0. Span, 20 inches (67 per rent of win/( semispan). Note, NI D= 
0.117 Cvl CL 
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FIG\iIlE to.- Clark Y wiog section. Combined CL and CN for varying 
f'POJl ailerons versus aileron angle. Pitch Rngle, 0. Note, T/L=O.117 
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FIGliHE 12.- C lnrk Y wing: section. 1V/L (or up and down aileron angles 
verSlIS pel' cent aileron span of wings em is pan. Pitch angle, 0 . Chord, 
2.5 inches (2.) per cent of wiog chord) . Note, / [ ,=0.117 C.v/ CL 
N L a 
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Per cenf aileron span or wlnq semi-span 
fi'J(1UIlE I~. Cla rk Y wing section. NIL for comhioed aileron (right 
up, Icft down) versus per cenl aileron span of wing semispall. Pilch 
angle, 8°, (,hord, 2.5 inches (2.1 per cent of wing chord). Nole, 1\,1£= 
0.117 '",I CL 
EFFECT OF YARIATIO::-! F CHORD A~D SPAN OF AILEIWX' 
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--Rofl/09 momenf coefficient, CL 
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FJ(iLHE ).i. C. S .. \ . 27 wing section. C/~ and C:oJ for up aileron angles 
"ersus per cent aileron chord of wing chord . PilCh angle, 8°. Span, 
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F IGURE JO.-U. S. A. 27 win g section. Combined CL and CN for varying 
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F IGURE 21.-U. S. A. 27 wing section . NIL for up and down aileron 
angles versus per cent aileron cbord of wing chord. Pi tch angle, 8° . 
pan, 20 inches (67 per cent of wing semispan) . Note, NIL = 0.4 J7 
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F IGURE 23.-U. S. A. 27 wing section . NIL for combined ailerons (rigbt 
up, lert down) ver us per cent aileron chord of wing chord. P itch 
angle, 0. pan, 20 inches (67 per cen t of wing emispon). Note, 
NIL = 0.417 CNICL 
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F IGURE 20.-U. S. A. 27 wing section. Combined CL and CN for var y in~ 
span ailerons versus aileron angle. Pitch angle, go. Note, NIL= 0.417 
CNICL 
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Per cent a Ileron span of wing semi-span 
FIGURE 22.-U. s. A. 27 wing sectioD. NIL for up and down aileron 
angles versus per cent aileron span of win g sem ispan . Pi tch angle, 0. 
Chord, 2.5 inches (25 per cent of wing chord.) ote, NIL=O 417 CNICI. 
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FIOUtn: 24 .-U. S. A. 27 wing section . NIL for combined ailerons (right 
up, left down ,"ersus per cent aileron span of wing semi pan . P itch 
Bngle, 8° . Cbord , 2.5 inches (25 per cen t of wing chord). Kote, N/£ = 
0.417 C"ICL 
EFFE T OF VARIATIO OF CHORD AND SPAN OF AILERON 
--Rolling moment coeff/cienl, CL 
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FIGURE 25.-Clark Y wing section. CL and CN for up aileron angles 
versus per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch angle, 12'. Span, 
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FIGURE 27.-CJark Y wing section. CL and CN for up aileron angles 
versus per cent aileron span of wing semi pan. Pitch angle, 12'. 
Chord, 2.0 iDches (25 per cent of wing chord) 
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FIGURE 26.- Clark Y wing section. CL anel C.,· ror down aileron angles 
versu per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch angle, 12'. 'par, 
20 inches (67 per cent of wing semispan) 
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FIG URE 28.-Clark Y wing section. CL and CN for down aileron angles 
versus per cent aileron span of wing semispan. Pitch angle, 12'. 
Chord , 2.5 inches (25 per cent of wing chord) 
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f- ° ~/i'e;on lpan l20} ~ A)ero~ spJn 201In._ 
chord 3. 5 " chord 3.0 " .16 
f- + Aileron span 20 in. c:, Aileron span 20In._ 
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FIGURE 29.-Clark Y wing section. Combined CI. and CN for varying 
chord ailerons versus aileron angle. Pitch angle, 12° . Note, IL=0.417 
CNICL 
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FIGURE 31.-Clark Y wing section. N/L for up and down aileron angles 
verSu per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch Bngle, 12°. Span, 
20 inches (67 per cent of wing semjspan) . ' ote, N/L=0.417 CN/CI, 
.IS lyl ] _I .1 l ) J 1 J. f-0:41 eron span 20 tn. XAI eron span /SIf7._ 
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FIGURE 30.- Clark Y wing section. ombined CL and CN for varying 
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FIGURE 32.-Clark Y wing section. IL for up and down aileron angles 
,'ersuS per cent aileron span of wing semispan . Pitch angle, 12°. Chord, 
2.5 inches (25 per cent of wing chord). Note, N IL=0.417 CNICL 
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FIGURE 33.-C\ark Y wing section. NIL for combined ailerons (right 
up , left down) versus per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch 
angle, J2°. Span, 20 inches (67 per cent of wing semispan). Note, 
NIL=0.417 C.vICL 
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FIGURE 35.-U. S. A. 27 wing section. CL and CN for up aileron angles 
versus per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch angle, 12°. pan, 
20 inches (67 per cent of wing semispan) 
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FIGURE 34.-Clark Y wing section. NIL for combined ailerons (right 
up, left down) versus per cent aileron span of wing semispan. Pitch 
angle, J2°. Chord, 2.5 inches (25 per cent of wing cbord). Note, 
NIL=0.4 17 C.vICL 
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FIGUHE 36.-U. S. A. 27 wing ection. CLand CN for down aileron angles 
versns per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch angle, 12°. Span, 
20 inches (67 per cent of wing semispan) 
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FIGURE 37.-U. S. A 27 WIng section. CL and CN for up aileron angl 
versuS per cent aileron span of wings em is pan. Pilch angle, 12". Chord, 
2.5 inches (25 per cent of wing chord) 
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FIGURE 39.-U. S. A. 27 wing section. Combined CL and CN for varying 
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?er cent aileron span of wing semi-span 
FIGURE 3 .-U. S. A. 27 wing seclion. CL and CN for down aileron 
angles versu per cent aileron span of wing semispan. Pitch angle, 
120 • Chord, 2.5 inches (25 per cent of wing chord) 
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FIGURE 40.-U. S. A. 27 wing section. Combined CL and C .. for varying 
span ailerons versus aileron angle. Pitch angle, 120. Note, N/L=OAli 
CN/CL 
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FIGURE 41.-lJ. S. A. 2i wing section. NIL for up and down ai leron angles 
versus per cent aileron chord of wing chord. Pitch angle, ]2°. Span, 20 
inches (67 per cent of wing emispan). Note, NIL=0.41i CNICL 
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FIGURE 43.-U. S. A. 27 wing section. NIL for combiued ailerons (right 
up, left dowu) versus per cent ai lerou chord of wing chord. Pitch angle, 
12°. Span, 20 inches (67 per cent of wing semispan). Note, N /L= 
0.417 CN/ CL 
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FIGURE 45.-Clark Y wing section. CL versns CN for varying 
pitch angle of 2O-inch span by 2-inch cbord aileron set at 20° 
for up only and for combined up and down positions 
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FIGURE 4.2.- . S. A. 27 wing section. N IL for up and down aileron an-
gles versus per cent aileron span of wiog semispan. Pitch angle, 12°. 
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FIGURE 4-1. - . A. 27 wing secLion. N/L for combined ailerons (right 
.0/ 
up, left down) versus per cent ai leron span oC wing semispao. PiLch 
angle, 12°. hord, 2.5 inches (25 per cent oC wing cbord). 1 ole, 
N/L=0.417 CN/CI • 
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FIGURE 46.-Clark Y wing section. CL versuS eN for varyiog pitch angle oC 
20-inch span b~' 3-incb cbord aileron set at 20° for up onll' and (or Qombined up 
and down positions 
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ROLLIN G MOMENT OEFFICIENTS FOR A SI GLE 
AILERON 
In Reference 1 attention ha been called to the fact 
that when the fu elage axis i horizontal (angl of 
attack of wing +4°), the rolling moment produced by 
a given angular di placement of the aileron upward i 
greater than that produced by the ame downward 
di placement. Briti h te t (Ref renee 2), in WID h a 
biplane cell was used, show the same tendency bu t to 
a lesser degree. Figure 47 hows that the 10 s in rolling 
moment of the down aileron i. on iderablygreater than 
that of the up aileron a the angle of pitch is increa ed. 
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FIGURE 47.-Clark Y wing section. CL and CN versuS aileron angle for various 
pitch angles of 2O-inch span by 3-inch chord aileron 
Figures 5, 15, 25, and 35 how that the rolling 
moment due to an upward displacement of the ai.leron 
increases as the chord of the aileron is increa ed. The 
effect of the wing section is not great at an anale of 
pitch of 8°, but at 12° the ame aileron displacement 
give a much greater rolling moment on the U. . A. 
27 wing ection, pre umably becau e the Olark Y wing 
ection burble,> at a omewhat lower angle of attack 
than the . A. 27 ection. The rolling moment 
cau ed by a given upward di placement dec rea es 
greatly a the angle of pitch increa e. (Oompare fig. 
47.) Figure 7, 17, 27, and 37 how the effect of in reas-
ing the span of the aileron. The effects are of the same 
nature as for increasino- chord, except that for the 
smaller span the difference between the curve for the 
two wing ections doe not appear. 
Figures 6,16,26, and 36 show the effect of the chord 
of the aileron on the rolling moment when the di -
placement i down in tead of up. The ame aileron 
gives a greater rolling moment on the U . . A. 27 ec-
tion. Figure 6 show that an increase of aileron angle 
beyond 24° ha little effect on the rolling moment at 
an angle of pitch of ° for the Olark Y ection. Figure 
26 hows that the limit i a low as ° when th angl 
of pitch i increased to 12°. The limitation are not a 
great for the . A. 27 ection, again pre umably 
because of the difference in the burbling angle of the 
two sections. Figure ,1,2, and 3 how the effect 
of span. The general impression of the whole family 
of curve is that the downward motion i mu h Ie s 
effective than the upward motion in the production of 
rolling moment. 
The points for the aileron of 20-inch span and 2.5-inch 
chord how a tendency to lie below the curve indicated 
by the remaining aileron in Figures 5, 6, 15, 16,25,26, 
35, and 36. It is believed that this irregularity in the 
results j to be attributed to the combined cffect of 
a ymmetry in the mod I and a ymmetry in the tunnel 
airflow. It will be recalled from Figure 1 that thi 
aileron (a member of the variable pan group) is on the 
opposite wing tip from the variable chord group. The 
rolling moment produced by a given angle of the aileron 
varie rapidly with the angle of pitch, a hown by 
Figure 47, and a difference in angle of attack of the 
wing tip of approximately 1° would account for the 
ob erved re ult. It is known that there i a small 
rotation of the air tream in the tunnel in the proper 
direction to account for the observed irregularity. 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR A I GLE 
AILERON 
The yawing moment coefficient are shown in the 
arne figures a the rolling moment coefficient. Thu 
Figure 5, 15, 25, and 35 how the yawing moment 
produced by upward displacements, Figure 6, 16, 26, 
and 36 by downward di placements for the variable 
chord group, Figure 7,17,27, and 37 show the yawing 
moments produced by upward di placements, and 
Figures , 18, 2 , and 3 by downward di placement 
for the variable pan group . The curves show an ap-
proximately linear increase in yawing moment coeffi-
cient with increa ing chord or pan. In all case the 
yawing moment coefficient for upward di placements 
are considerably Ie than for corre ponding downward 
displacements. For a large range of aileron angle the 
upward displacement produces a negative yawing 
moment, corre ponding to a decreased drag on the wing 
tip , after wIDch the yawing moment becomes po itive. 
The maximum negative yawing moment coefficient 
observed is of the order of 0.010 . (Fig . 25 .) 
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The angle of the aileron at which the yawing moment 
coefficient produced by the upward displacement is 
again zero decreases with increa ing aileron chord for 
a given angle of attack of the wing and increa e with 
angle of attack for a given aileron. (Table I , II, 
III, IV, IX, X, XI, and XII.) 
The general impression derived from the yawing 
moment curves is that the upward di placements 
produce much smaller yawing moment than the dowll-
ward displacements. 
RATIO OF YAWING MOMENT TO ROLLI G MOMENT 
FOR A SINGLE AILERON 
The ratio of rolling moment to yawing moment pro-
duced by the aileron is often called the efficiency of 
the aileron. In order to avoid infinite values, we 
prefer to invert the ratio and use the ratio of yawing 
moment to rolling moment. Th mo t effective aile-
rons in the ense of producing the lea t yawing moment 
for a given rolling moment arc the ones having the 
smalle t value of thi ratio. 
Figures 11, 12,21,22,31,32,41, and 42 how value 
of this ratio for the single aileron. It is een that the 
ratio i greate t for the downward di placementE and 
that the values increase in general with increasing 
chord and span of the aileron, with increa ing angle of 
the aileron, and with increasing angle of attack of the 
wing. For upward di placements the values change 
sign and are in general small. Thus the upward dis-
placement give greater effeetivene s. 
For angle of attack below the angle of maximum 
lift the decrease of effectivene (increa e of the ratio) 
for downward displacements is greater for incl'ea ing 
chord than for increasing span. At larg angles of 
attack the differences are Ie marked than at low 
angles. 
The elfectiveness decrea e more rapidly with in-
crea ing aileron angle at the higher angle of attack. 
COMBINED COEFFICIE TS 
From the tables and curves the coefficient for any 
combination of di placements of ailerons on the two 
wing tips may be computed. The values for equal 
di placements, with right aileron up and left aileron 
down, are given in Tables V, VI, VII, VIII, XIII, 
XIV, XV, and XVI, and in Figures 9, 10, 19, 20, 29, 
30, 39, and 40 . 
The increase of the chord of the ailerons for the 
purpose 01 increasing the rolling moment has les 
and Ie s advantage a the angle of attack i increa ed. 
In the neighborhood of the angle of maximum lift 
the effect of increa ing the aileron chord 2.33 time 
at 20 0 aileron angle is to increase the rolling moment 
only 40 per cent in the case of the Clark Y airfoil 
and 88 per cent in the case of the U. S. A. 27 airfoil. 
The maximum yawing moment coefficient ob erved 
is of the order of 0.050. 
Tables V, VI, VII, VIII, XIII, XIV, XV, and XVI 
al 0 contain value of the ratio of yawing moment 
to rolling moment. for the ailerons combined and 
Figure 13 , 14, 23, 24, 33, 34, 43, and 44 show these 
value. The values are somewhat irregular, but the 
effectiveness of the same aileron i clearly greater on 
the . A. 27 ection. For both wing section the 
effectiveness in general increase with increasing 
chord of the aileron at an angle of pitch of 80 , while 
at an angle of pitch of 12° the effectivenes reaches 
a maximum for the aileron of 3-inch chord. In the 
variable span group the effectiveness tends to decrease 
with an increase of pan. 
MEASUREMENTS AT A GLES BEYOND THE ANGLE OF 
MAXIMUM LIFT 
The observation have been carried to angles of 
pitch up to 40 0 in the ca e of the Clark Y airfoil, 
u ing ailerons of 20-inch pan by 2-inch and 3-inch 
chord. Figure 45 and 46 show a part of these re ult , 
namely, the rolling and yawing moments produced 
by an aileron di placement of 20 0 for an upward 
displacement of one aileron only and for equal upward 
and downward displacements of both aileron. It 
will be een that the value of the rolling moment 
coefficient reache value between 0.010 and 0.020 
at an angle of pitch of 40 0 (angle of attack of wing, 
44°). Figure 47 how the re ults for the 20-inch 
span by 3-inch chord aileron. T able XVII gives thp 
value plotted in Figure 45 and 46 . 
SUGGESTED USE OF UPWARD DISPLACEMENTS ALONE 
The results of the inve tigation indicate very definite 
aerodynamic advantage in the use of upward dis-
placement alone-i. e., the u e of a cam or other 
mechanical device whi h would retain the normal 
down moving aileron in the neutral po ition while dis-
placing the other aileron upward. While not to be 
compared to the use of the lot-and-aileron lateral con-
trol in effectivene ,the mechanical complication are 
not a great. 
Figure 45 and 46 illustrate the very great reduction 
of the unde irable yawing moment. Quoting from Ref-
erence 3: "The yawing moment i of importance not 
only becau e it mu t be balan ed by the use of the rud-
der if a traight course i to be maintained, but al 0 be-
cause the yawing action of the aileron ha an indirect 
effect directly oppo ed to that of the rolling moment 
from the same source. If, for example, the right wing 
of an airplane is low, the normal maneuver in raising 
it and re toring the wings to the horizontal is to pull 
down the right aileron and pull up the one on the left, 
giving a negative rolling moment. In general, how-
ever, this movement of the ailerons produces a posi-
tive yawing moment, t nding to cau e the machine 
to turn to the rjO'ht; and if unopposed the 1'e ulting 
turn to the right will create a positive rolling moment 
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proportional to the po itive value of L" the rolling 
moment due to yaw. Lr has a po itive value, it will 
be remembered, becau e of the difference of lift be-
tween the two wing tip moving at different speeds 
when the machine i turning.2 This yawing action 
become especially important at high ano-Ies of attack." 
When upward travel only i employed, the yawing mo-
ment is greatly reduced, and with a ufficiently large 
aileron travel (20° to 30° at tall, 30° to 35° beyond stall) 
can be rever ed in direction 0 as to a ist the turn. 
As again t thi very great advantage there are, of 
course, certain di advantage. The rolling moment 
du to upward travel alone are les than tho e due 
to two aileron combined, and it i nece sary to u c 
larger aileron 01' greater aileron travel, or po ibly 
both. For purpose of illustration, let us up pose that 
the aileron of 10-inch pan by 2.5-inch chord on the 
lark Y wing ection i regarded a satisfactory when 
ui>ed combined in the conventional manner with a 
travel of ± 32°. Table VI hows that the rolling 
moment coefficient at maximum travel at an angle of 
pitch of ~ i 0.0690, the yawing momen coefficient 
- 0.0225. The rolling moment coefficient at 12° pitch 
(T able XIV) i 0.0445, the ya·wing moment oefficient 
0.0260. T able X how that a rolline- moment 
coeffi ient at 12° pitch of 0.0500 could b obtained 
with the upward travel of one aileron of th same chord 
and moving through the same angle, but of 20-ineh 
span, with a yawing moment coefficient of + 0.0010, 
i. e., rever ed in sio-n. The yawing moment coeffi-
cient doe not exceed -0.0095 in the range of travel 
of the aileron. t ° pitch under the sam conditions 
the rolline- moment coefficient i 0.0662, the yawing 
moment coefficient +0.00 2. (T able II.) 
From the arne table it can be seen that an aileron 
of 15-inch span by 2.5-in h chord at the same upward 
displacement will give at 12° pitch a rolling moment 
coefficient of 0.0460 with a yawing moment coefficient 
of + 0.0010 and at 8° pitch a rolling moment coefficient 
of 0.0560 with a yawino- moment coefficient of + 0.006 . 
This aileron would give ati factory roll at 12° pitch 
and 0 per cent of the de ired rolling moment at ° 
pitch, both with a yawing force which will tend to help 
the rolling force. 
Other po ibilitie sugge t themselve from the 
table. I t i nece sary to study the hinge moments, 
and measurements of hinge moments are now in 
progres. The u e of the upward motion alone i not 
ugge ted a a remedy for all the eli advantageous 
, It has been pointed out that this moment is due not only to the ditTerence in 
speed between the two wing tips r ulting from the yaw ing motion, but also, and 
in larger measure, to the change in loading along the span which occurs at large 
angles of attack wben tbe wing is displaced in yaw. 
feature of th usual control, but a a tep in the 
direction of better control at low peeds which j 
worthy of tudy on full- cale airplane. 
CO CLUSION 
I t is not pos ible to trace general relation which are 
applicable to both winO" section at all angles of attack. 
For this rea on no detailed tatements of the effect 
of varying chord and span, of angle of attack, of winO" 
ection, etc., i attempted. We do wish to mention 
that while one aileron of a given chord and span at a 
given angular di placement gives almo t the arne rolJ-
I i.ng and yawing moment on the Clark Y and U. . .27 
wing section, the differences are sufficiently gr at an d 
add up in uch a manner that the ratio of rolling mo-
ment to yawing moment produced by the usual com-
bination of two aileron is from one and one-b alf to 
two times as great on the U. . A. 27 ection a on the 
Clark Y ection. Finally, the use of aileron which 
move only upward presents advantages which make 
till type of control worthy of further study. The 
de ign of a mechani m which will give motion of 
the proper aileron upward with absolutely no motion 
of the oppo ite aileron i a difficult matter and in 
practice it would be ea ier to combine a large upward 
movement of on aileron with a small downward 
movement of the other. The result is an extension 
of the well-known differential aileron to a large ratios 
of up tr avel to down travel as may prove fea ible 
mechanically. While this type of control i not quite 
as advantageous as one in which there i no downward 
movement, it still has advantages over the conven-
tional control. 
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EFFECT OF VARIATIO OF CHORD AND SPA OF AILERO IS 
TABLE I.-CLARK Y WI G SECTIO -C£, CN, A JD NIL FOR ONE AILERON 
l\'arying chord of aileron. Anglo of pitch of airplane, + 0; angle of attack of wing, +12°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0"1 
[NOTE.-Tho valnes apply to either right Or loft aileron; the signs refer to tho right aileron. N/L=OA17 CN/CL.' 
AILERO SPAN, 20 I NCHE (67 PER CE T OF WING, EMI P A J) 
A ILERON CIIORD, 1.5 INCn E (15 PEH ENT OF WI 0 lI OHD) 
-- --- --
Aileron up Aileron down 
--






0° 0 0 ------ - --- -
4° +. 0080 -.0025 -0.130 4° -.0068 +.003 -0.233 
° .0170 -.0039 -.096 ° - . 0122 .0076 -.260 
12° .0260 -.0039 -.063 12° -.0170 .0114 -.279 
16° .0360 -.0030 -.035 16° -.0210 . 0152 -.302 
20° .0372 -.0020 - . 022 20° -.0249 .0195 -.327 
24° .03 8 -.0005 -.005 24° -.0280 .0240 -.35 
28° . 0423 +. 0005 +.005 28° -.0305 .0283 - . 37 
32° . {H62 .0022 .020 32° -.0326 .0324 -.41'1 
36° .0500 .0044 .037 36° -.0342 .0360 -.439 
40° .0540 .0066 .051 40° -.0355 .0393 -.462 
44° .0 2 .0095 44° - . 0365 .0420 -.40 
AILERON CIIORD, 2 I CIlE (20 PER CENT OF \\'INO CIIORD) 
-- --
Aileron up AiJeron down 
--- - --
8 CL CN NIL 0 CL CN N /L 
.- -- ---
0° 0 0 ---- ----- -- 0° 0 0 -- - ------ - -
4° +.0095 -.0031 -0. 136 4° -.0072 +.0042 -0.243 
° .0190 -.0050 -.1I0 8° -.0140 .0086 -.256 
12° .0295 -.0050 - . 071 ]20 -.0193 .0130 -.281 
16° . {).lOs -.0030 - . 031 16° -.023 . 0176 -.308 
20° .0460 -.0005 -.004 20° -.0275 .0222 -.337 
24° .0475 +. 0020 +.01 24° -.0300 . 0270 -.375 
28° .0525 .0049 . 039 28° -.0312 .0320 -.428 
32° .0570 . 0078 .057 32° -.0320 .0365 -.476 
36° . 0620 .0105 .071 36° -.0322 . 04ll -.532 
40° .0660 .0140 . 089 40° -.0322 .0462 - . 59 
44° . 0700 .0175 .104 44° -.0320 .0510 I -.664 
-
---
AILERON OIlORD, 3 I TCllES (30 PER CEN'l' OF WI TO CIIORD) 
-------
Aileron up Aileron down 
CL CN NIL CL CN N IL 
------
0° 0 - - - - ------- 0° 0 0 - - - - - - - -- --
4° +.0145 -0.080 4° -.0100 +.0060 -0.250 
° .0290 -.055 ° -.0175 .0125 -.298 
12° .0445 -.028 12° -.0221 .01 ' -.345 
16° .0600 - . 006 ]60 -.0255 .0244 -.399 
20° .0740 +.020 20° -.0280 .0305 -.454 
24° .0860 .043 24° -.0300 .0375 -.522 
28° .0900 .065 28° -.0310 . Q.l46 -.600 
3ZO .0935 9 32° - . 0319 .0520 -.680 
36° .0980 . no 36° -.0320 . 0583 -.760 
40° .1020 .127 40° -.0320 .063" -.827 
44° .1060 .141 44° - . 0312 .0680 - . 909 
AILERON Cn ORD, 3.5 I CU ES (35 PER CENT OF WINO C)l ORD) 
Aileron up Aileron down 
CI. CN /L CL CN N IL 
-----
0° 0 0 ------ -- --- 0 0 ------- -- - -
4° +. 0145 -.0031 -0. 09 -.0108 +. 0051 -0.197 
° .0290 -.0040 -.0 -.015 .0115 - . 259 
12° .0440 -.0030 -.028 12° -.0246 .015 -.314 
16° .0600 -.0005 - . 004 16° -.0290 .0263 -.378 
20° .0760 +. 0035 +.019 20° -.0321 . 0340 -.441 
24° .0935 .0091 .041 24° -.0340 . 0415 -.509 
28° .0970 .0160 .069 28° - . 0345 .0495 - . 598 
32° .1005 .0240 .100 32° - . 0334 .0575 - . 71 
36° .1075 .0315 .122 36° -.0319 .0656 - 57 
40° .1145 .0441 .161 40° -.0295 . 0710 -1: 004 
44° . 1220 .0460 .157 44° -.0260 . 0745 -1.195 
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TABLE n .-CLARK Y WI G ECTIO -C t , CN , AN D NIL FOR ONE AILERO 
[Varying span of aileron. Angle of piLch of airplane, + 0; angle of attack of wing, +12°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll , 0°1 
[NOTE.-'l'he values apply to either right Or left aileron; t he sign. refer Lo th o right aileron. NIL=0.417 CNIC LJ 
AILERO CHORD, 2.5 I CHES (25 PER CE T OF WI IG CHORD) 
AI LERO T SP AN,' 10~1 TCllES (33 PER CE '1' OF WI '0 SEMlSPJ\ T) 
-- ---
Aileron up Aileron down 
0 CL CN I NIL_ 8 L C,· I N IL 
---- --- . 
0° 0 o __ __ ___ ____ 0° 0 0 ------ - - - - -
4° +. 0066 -.0018 -0.114 4° - . 00 +. 0035 -0.252 
° .0131 - . 0031 -.099 ° -.0110 . 0071 -.269 
12° .019 -.0040 -.084 12° -.0160 .0105 -.274 
16° .0265 -.0034 -.066 16° -.0200 .0140 - . 292 
20° .0330 -.001 -.023 20° -.023 . 01i7 -.310 
24° .0395 +.0002 +.002 24° -. C266 . 0210 -.329 
28° .0390 .0025 .027 28° - . 0290 .0245 - . 352 
32° .03 5 .0051 .055 32° -.0305 .0276 -.377 
36° .0420 .00 0 .079 36° -.0316 .0308 -.406 
40° .0445 .011 2 .105 40° - . 0319 . 0342 -.447 
44° . 0455 .0147 . 135 44° -. C3ll .03i5 - . 503 
_. 
-












































































































- . 334 
- . 379 
-.416 
-.435 
- . 441 
- . 450 
-.450 




























































EFFECT OF VARIATION OF CHORD A D PA OF AILERONS Hl 
TABLE IH.-U. S. A. 27 WI G SECTIO -CL , CN, AND NIL FOR 0 E AILERON 
[Varying chord of aileron. Angle of pitch of airplane, + 0; angle of attack of wing, + 12°; angle of yaw, 0°; anglo of roll, OOl 
[NOT E.-Tho values apply to either r ight or left aileron; the signs refer to the right aileron . IL=O.417 CNICLl 
ILERON PA , 20 I CRE (67 PER CE IT OF WI IG SEMISPAN) 
--
-
AILERON CnORD, 1.5 J cnES (15 PER CENT OF WI a CIlORD) 
-
Aileron LI P Aileron down 
0 CL CN NIL 8 CL CN NIL 
--- ---
0° 0 0 ----------- 0° 0 0 ---- - ------
4° +.00 -.0020 - 0.095 4° -.0080 +. 0025 -0. 130 
8° . 01 0 
I 
-.0030 -.069 ° -.0152 .0055 -.151 
12° .0275 - .0030 -.045 12° - . 0215 .0090 -.liS 
16° .0350 -.0025 - .030 16° -.0270 .0125 - . 193 
~(\O 
.0380 -.001 -.020 20° -.0315 .01 -.209 
24' .0390 0 0 24° - .03CO .0190 -.220 
28° .0428 +. 0021 + . 020 ° - .0405 .0220 - . 22i 
32° . 0455 .0050 .046 32° -.0440 .0250 -.237 
36° .0500 .oon .064 36° -.04i4 
I 
.020 -.247 
40° .0540 .0105 .0 1 40° -.0500 .0305 -.254 
44° . 05 0 . 0135 .097 44° -.0503 .0330 - . 273 
---
AILERON nOHD, 2 I 'CIlES (20 PER EN'I" OF WINO CnORD) 
A iJeron UP Aileron down 
-
I I I 0 Cl. CN IL 0 CI. CN NIL --
0° 0 0 .---------- 0° I 0 0 .. ·········1 4° +. 009.5 -.0026 -0.114 4° -.0067 +.0030 -0.1 7 
° .0195 -.00<10 - . 086 8° -.0140 .0065 -.194 
12° .0305 -.0040 -.055 12° - . 0205 .0103 -.210 
I 16° .0445 -.0025 -.023 16° -.0265 .0140 -.220 20° .0560 0 0 20° -.0320 .01 0 -.234 
24° .0630 +. 0028 +.019 24° -.0375 .02 1 -.242 
28° .0625 .0060 .040 28° -.0425 .0255 -.250 
~2° .0620 . 0094 . 063 32° -.0470 .0293 -.260 
36° .0666 .0 130 .01 36° -.0510 .0332 -.272 
40° .0712 . OliO .100 40° -.0546 .0372 - 4 
44° .ono .0210 .114 44° -.01'75 .0<412 -.299 
I 
AIlJERO nORD, 3 I DE (30 PER CEI '1' OF WI 0 HaRD) 
A ileron up Aileron down 
0 I CL CN /L 9 CL C.v NIL 
-- --- --
0" 0 0 -------- --. 0° 0 0 --.--------
4° +.0150 -.0030 -0.083 4: - .0120 +.0052 -0.1 1 go 
.0300 -.0022 - . 031 -.0220 . 0108 -.205 
12° .0450 0 0 12° -.0295 .0162 -.229 
16° .0600 +.0022 +.015 16° -.0355 .0215 -.253 
20° .0750 .0056 .031 20° -.039 1 .0270 -.288 
24° .0910 . 0098 . 045 24° -.0425 .0320 - . 314 
28° .095 .014 .069 ° -.0453 .0370 -.341 
32° .0 80 .0215 .102 32° -.0483 .().l20 - . 363 
36° .0935 .0335 . 149 36° - . 0515 .0465 - . 376 
40° I . 0990 .0390 .164 
40° -.0550 .0510 -.387 
44° . 1050 .0<112 .IM 44° -.056 .0550 -.391 
AILERON HORD, 3.5 IN HES (35 PER CEN'r OF W I o Cn ORD) 
I Aileron up I Aileron down 
--- c~1 ~I 0 CN 0 CL C,,· NIL 
--
--- ----
0° 0 I 0 "::ii~ii5ii " 0° 0 0 --.---- .--4° +.0155 -.0022 4° -.0115 +.0040 -0.145 ° .03 10 -.0028 -.03 ° -.0215 . 0095 -.184 
12° .0470 - . 0010 -.009 12° -.0295 .0170 -.240 
16° .0630 I +.0020 +.013 16° -.0360 .0240 -.27 20° .07 0 .0000 .032 20° -.0410 .0300 -.305 
24 ° .0950 .0115 . 050 24° -.0450 .0360 -.334 
28° . Oil 5 .Olii .076 2 ° -.04 0 .0420 - . 365 
32° . (975 .0255 .109 32° -.0505 .0476 - . 39-\ 
36° .1060 .0345 . 136 
I 
36° -.0525 .0525 -.417 
40° . 11 25 I .0425 I . 157 40° -.0540 .0570 -.440 44° . 1182 .0500 .176 44° -.0545 . 0610 -.467 , 
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TABLE IV.-U. A. 27-Wlr G ECTION-CL , CN, A D NIL FOR ONE AILERO N 
[Varying span of aileron. Angle of pitch of ai rplane, +8°; angle of attack of wing, + 12°; angle of yaw, D°, angle of roll, On\ 
oTE.-The values refer to either r ight or left aileron; the signs refer to the right aileron. NIL=DAI7 CslC', I 
AILERO CHORD 2.5 INCHE (25 PER CENT OF WING CHORD) 
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-.0.36 
-.0395 




























AILERO SPA T, 20. IN ITE (67 PER OE T OJ;' WI G SE n PAN) 
Aileron up Aileron down 


















- . 0020. 
+.0011 
.0045 




















































EFFECT OF VARIATION OF CHORD A D SPA OF AILERO S 21 
TABLE V.-CLARK Y WING ECTION- COMBI JED VALUES OF eL, eN, AND NIL (RIGHT AILERON UP, 
LEFT AILERO DOWN) 
[Varying chord 01 aileron . Angle 01 pitch 01 airplane, +8°; angle 01 attack 01 wing, + 12°; angle 01 yaw, 0°; a ugle 01 roJ], 0°1 
[NO'l'E.-N/L=0.417 CN/CLl 
AILERON 'PAN, 20 INCHE (67 PER CE T OF WING SEMI PAN) 
-
AILERO CHORD, 1.5 INCHES (15 AILERO, CHORD, 2 I RE (20 
PER CE T OF WINO CHORD) PER CENT OF WINO CHORD) 
8 CL CN N/L 8 CL CN I N/L 
-- -- - - , 
0° 0 0 
-- -- -------
0° 0 0 I •.......... 
'1° +.0148 -.0063 - 0. 177 4° +.0167 -.0073 -0.12 
° .0292 -.0115 -. 164 ° .0330 -. 0136 -.172 
12° .0430 - .0153 - .149 12° . 04 -.OISO -.154 
16° .0570 - .012 -.133 16° .0643 -.0206 -.134 
20° .0621 -.0215 -.144 20° .073 -.0227 -.116 
24° .066 -.0245 -. 153 24° .0775 -.0250 -.135 
28° .0728 -.0278 - .159 28° .0837 -.0271 -.135 
32° .0788 -.0302 -. 160 32° .0890 -.0287 - . 135 
36° 
I 
.0842 - . 0316 -. 157 36° .0942 -.0306 -.136 
40° .095 - . 0327 -. 152 40° .09 2 -.0322 -.137 
44° . 0947 -.0325 -.143 44° .1020 -.0335 I -.137 _. 
--
-
AILERO ' CHORD, 3 INCHES (30 AILERO CHORD, 3.5 I . CRE (35 
PER ENT OF WINO CHORD) PER CENT OF WI G CRORD) 
0 C,. N I NIL 
--
0 CL N I NIL 
0° 0 0 
' ·:':0:150" 0° 0 0 - ------ -- --4° +.0245 -.00 4° +.0253 -.0082 -0. 135 
8° .0465 -.0163 -.146 ° .0475 - . 0155 -.136 
12° .0666 - . 0213 -.147 12° .0686 - . 0215 -.131 
16° .0855 -. 0252 -. 123 16° . 0 90 -.026 -.126 
20° .1020 - . 0269 -.llO 20° .1081 -.0305 -.11 
24° .1160 - .0287 -. 103 24° .1275 -.0324 -.106 
28° . 1210 -.0306 -.10·1 28° . 13 15 -. 0335 -.106 





-.0325 -. 104 36° .1394 - . 0341 -.102 
40° . 1340 -.0325 - '.101 40° .1440 -. 0269 -.07 
44° .1372 -.0320 -.097 44° .14SO - . 0285 -.080 
I 
TABLE Vr.-CLARK Y WING ECTION- COMBI ED VALUE OF eL, eN, A D NIL (RIGHT AILERO UP 
LEFT AILERO' DOW ) 
[Varying span 01 aileron. Angle 01 pitch 01 ai rplane, +8°; a ngle oC attack 01 wing, +12°; angle 01 yaw, 0°; a ngle 01 rOll, 0°1 
[ OTE .-N/L=0.417 CN/CLl 
AILERO CHORD, 2.5 I JCHES (25 PER CE JT OF WI G CHORD) 
AILERO SPA ,10 I 'CRES (33 AILERO SPAN, IS I NCHES (50 AILERON SPA ,20 IN HES (67 I 
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TABLE VII.-U. S. A. 27 WING ECTIO r - COMBI ED VALUE F CL , CN, AND NIL (RIGH'I AILERO UP, 
LEFT AILERO DOW ) 
Varying chord of ailero n. Angle of pitch of airplane, + 0; anglo of attack of wing, + 12°; anglo of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0°] 
[ oTE.-NIL=0.417 CNICL] 
AILERO PAN,20 !NCHE (67 PER CE T OF WI G EMI PAN) 
.\[LERON CHORD, 1.5 I C UES (15 
. PEn OE T OF WINO ClIORD) 
AIL ERON c nORD,2 J 
PER CENT OF \YIN 
CL I CN N I L CL CN N IL 
-I --- -
0° 0 0 ----------- 0° 0 0 -- --.------
4° +.OW8 -.0045 -0. 112 4° +.0162 -.0056 -0.144 
° .0332 -.0085 -. 107 ° .0335 - . 0105 -. 131 
12° . ()'!90 -.0120 -.102 12° .0510 -.0143 -. 117 
16° .0620 -.0150 -.LOI 16° .07LO -.0165 -.097 
20° .0695 -.0176 -. 106 20° .0 0 - .0180 -.OS5 
24° .0750 -.0190 -. 106 21° .100- -.0190 -.079 
28° .0833 - . 0199 -.100 28° .1050 -.0195 -.077 
32° . OS95 - .0200 - .093 32° .1090 - . 0199 -.076 
3Go .0974 -.0203 -. OS7 36° · 1I76 -.0202 -.072 
40° .I()'!O -.0200 - .00 40° .125 -.0202 -.067 
44° .10 - . 0195 -.075 41° . 1345 -.0202 - .063 
PER 
CL CN NIL CL CN N IL 
0° 0 0 ------ - - - .- 0° 0 
4° +.0270 -.0082 -0.127 4° +.0270 -0.096 
° .0520 -.0130 -.1()'! ° .0525 -.09 
12° .0745 -.0162 -.091 12° .0765 -.09 
16° .0955 -.0193 - .0 l6° .0990 -.093 
20° . 1141 -.0214 -.07 20° · 11 90 -.04 
24° .1335 -.0222 -.069 2-1° . 1400 -.073 
28° .134 -.0222 -.069 28° .1445 -. Oil 
32° . 1363 -.0205 -.063 32° · H 0 - .062 
36° .1450 -.0130 -.037 36° .15 5 -.().!i 
40° .1540 -.0120 -.032 40° .1665 -.030 
44° .1636 -.0138 -.035 44° · 1727 - . 027 
TABLE VIII.-U. S. A. 27 WI G ECTION- COMBII ED VALUE OF CL , CN, AND NIL (RIGHT AILERON UP 
LEFT AILERO DOWN) 












































- . OSO 44° 
[ ' OTE.- N IL=0.417 CNICL] 
(25 PER CE T OF WI G CHORD) 
AILERO SPA T , 20 I r Cll~1 
PER CENT OF WINO SEMISPAN) 
CL CN NIL CL N ~I 
0 0° 0 0 -- - -------- -. _-----._-
+ . 0165 -0.13 1 4° +.0200 -.0054 -0.113 
I 
.0330 -.129 ° .0390 -.01 -.115 
.0478 -.129 12° .05 - .0153 -.1 12 
.0625 -.113 16° .0733 -.0185 -. 105 
.077 -.096 20° . OS9 - .0204 -.095 
.0840 -.093 24° .1065 -.0235 -.092 
.OS9 -.OS9 28° .IOSO -.0254 -.09 
.0957 -.03 32° .IOS7 - .0262 -. LOI 
. 101 -.076 36° . 114i -.0260 - . 095 
.1093 - .0 40° .1197 - .0245 -.OS5 
. 1170 -.056 44 ° .1235 -.0225 -.076 
- - --' -~~-
EFFE CT OF VARIATIO OF CHORD AND SPAN OF AILERON 
TABLE IX.-CLARK Y WING SECTIO I-CL , CN, AND NIL FOR ONE AILERON 
[Varying chord of aileron. Angle of pitch of airplane, +12°; angle of attack of wing, +16°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of rOll, 0°) 
[NOTS.-The values refer to either right or left aileron; t he signs refer to the r ight aileron . N/L=0.417 CN/CLi 
AILERO SP AN, 20 I CHES (67 PER CENT OF WIN G 
I AILER ON CllORD, 1.5 I NCH ES (15 PER EN'l' OF WING CHORD) 
Aileron up Aileron down 
I~I_-OC-L-_I'--OC-"-' _ . __ ~:~ ---'~I--o-C-L--I---OC-N-' --_-_-__ -_-~~-_-_ -_I 
4° + 0055 -.0025 -0. 190 4° - . 00·10 + 0056 -0. 4 
° . 01l5 -.0035 -.127 ° -.0080 .01l2 - 2 
12° .01 5 -. ()()'15 -.101 12° -. OLIO .0168 -.637 
16° .0280 -.0050 -.074 16° -.0140 .0220 -.65u 
20° . 0290 -.0050 -.072 20° - . 0105 . 0270 - 2 
24 ° .0280 - . 0050 -.074 24° -.0180 .0320 -.742 
28° . 0272 -.0045 - . 069 28° -.0191 .0365 -.797 
32° . 0270 - . 0035 -.054 32° -.0198 .0410 - 64 
36° . 0278 -.0018 -.027 36° -.0198 .0450 -.948 
40° .0296 -.0002 -.003 40° -. 0189 . ()'1 -I. 07 
44° .0330 +.0010 +.013 44° -.0179 .0520 -\. 212 
AIL8RON C rrORD, 2 (N LI 8S (20 PER CE,T OF WI 0 nORD) 
I Aileron up Aileron down 
I 
0 CL I CN IL 8 CL CN NIl, 
----
0° 0 0 --:':: O~----- 0° 0 0 -------.---4° +.0070 -.0035 I 4° -.0040 + . 0055 -0. 509 8° +0140 -.0005 -. 194 ° -.oon .0110 -. 596 
12° .0210 -.0080 -.159 12° -.009 .0160 - . 682 
16° .0280 -.0080 -. 1I9 l uo -.01l4 .0210 -.768 
20° .0350 -.0070 -.083 20° -.0128 .0260 -.84 
24° .0368 -.0055 -.062 24° -.0140 .03 10 -.923 
° .03 2 -.0035 - . 03 28° -.0145 .0355 -1.020 
32° .0400 -.0010 
I 
-. OlD 32° - . 0150 .0400 -LUI 
36° .0428 +.0020 +.019 36° - . 0152 .0445 -1.220 
40° .0460 .0052 .047 40° - . 0156 .04 5 -1. 295 
44 ° .0515 .0090 .073 44° -.015 .0525 -1.34 
-
AILERO CHORD. 3 I CHES (30 PER CE T OF WI NO CHORD) 
Aileron u p Aileron down 
8 CL CN N/L 0 CL CN N /L 
--
0° 0 0 -- - -------- 0° 0 0 --:.::O~53ii--4° +0092 -.0047 -0. 213 4° -.0055 +0070 
° .0180 -.0076 -.li6 ° -.0090 .0136 -.630 
12° .0275 -.0092 -. 140 12° -.011 3 . 0202 - . 745 
16° .0372 -.0095 - . 107 16° - . 0130 . 0267 - 57 
20° . 04 0 - . 0080 -.069 20° -. 0145 .0330 -.949 
24° .0600 -.0032 -.022 24° - . 0152 .0390 -1.070 
28° .0630 +.0030 +.020 
I 
28° -.0160 . 0450 - 1. 172 
32° .0660 .0090 .0,7 32° -.0162 . 0520 - I. 337 
36° . 0720 .0148 . 086 36° - . 0163 . oe05 -1.546 
40° .07 0 .0205 . 110 40° -.0162 .0720 -1.852 
44° .0850 . 0265 .130 44° -.0161 .0930 -2.410 
AILERON CHOR D, 3.5 INCH E (35 PER CEN'.r OF Wh 0 CrrORD) 
Aileron up Aileron down 
I 0 CL CN NIL 8 CL CN IL 
0° 0 0 
--:'::0.-373-- 0· 0 0 -.- - -------4° +.0076 -.0068 4° -.0050 +.0077 -0.642 
° .0152 -.010.5 -.288 ° -.000 .0155 - 09 
12< .0245 -.0120 -.204 12° -.0090 .0230 -1.066 
]60 
. 0 0 -.0120 -.132 16° -.0100 .0310 -1.293 
20° .0535 -.0095 -.074 20° -.0101 .031l0 -LillO 
24° .0660 - . 0030 -.019 24° - . 0100 .0470 - 1.960 
28° .0752 +0050 + . 02 28° - . 0091 .0t50 -2. 520 
3ZO .0823 .0125 .063 32° -.0081 .0640 -3. 295 
36° .0823 .0195 .099 36° -.0070 .0740 -4. 410 
40° . 0890 . 0265 .124 40° I -.0052 .0865 -6.940 44° .0955 .0330 . 144 44° -.0035 . 1030 - 12.27 I 
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TABLE X.-CLARIC Y WI NG SECTI OI -CL , CN , AND NIL FOR 0 IE AILERO 
[Varying span of aileron. Angle of pitch of airplane, +12°; angle of attack of wing, +16°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0°] 
[NoTE.-Tbe values apply to either right or left aileron, tbe signs refer to the right aileron. N /L=O.417 CN/CL] 
AILERON CHORD, 2.5 INCHES (25 PER CEr T OF WI NG CHORD) 
- - -
AILERON SPA , 10 I CRES (33 PER CENT OF WINO SEMI SPA ) 
Aileron up Aileron down 
8 CL CN NIL 8 I CL CN N/L --
0° 0 0 
-----------
0° 0 0 
-----------
4° +. 0045 -.0025 -0.232 4° -.003 +.0040 -0.439 
° .0095 -.0040 -.175 8° -.0066 .00 0 -.506 
12° .0145 -.0045 -.129 12° -.009 . Oil 0 - . 535 
16° .0200 -.0045 -.094 16° -.0100 .0150 -.626 
20° .0260 -.0040 -.064 20° -.OllO .0182 - . 690 
24° .0315 -.0030 - . 040 24° -.0115 . 0215 -.780 
I 
28° . 0323 -.0010 -.013 28° -.01l7 .0248 - 4 
32° . 0330 +. 0020 +.025 32° -.0115 .02 0 -1.015 
36° .0350 . 0050 .060 36° -.0110 .0310 -l.li5 
40° . 0372 .0075 . OS4 40° -.0102 .0340 -1.390 
44° .0400 .0100 .104 44° -.00 5 .0373 -1.830 
AILERO SPAN. 15 INCITES (50 PER CEN'r OF WIr 0 SEMISPAN) 
Aileron up Aileron down 
0 CL CN N/L 8 I CL CN NIL 
--
0" 0 0 --~ii~3ii3-- 0° 0 0 ------ -----4: +.0062 -.0045 4° -.0055 +.0050 -0.379 
.0130 -.0078 -.250 ° -.0105 .0100 - . 397 
12° .0195 -.0092 -.197 12° - . 0131 .0155 -.494 
16° .0270 -.0090 - . 139 16° -.0131 .0205 -.652 
20° .0350 -.0070 -.083 20° -.OIOS .0255 -.986 
24° .0435 -.0050 -.04 24° -.0090 .0300 -1. 390 
? ° .0448 -.0021 - . 020 2 ° -.00 0 .0345 -1.800 
32C) 
.0460 +. 0010 +.009 32° -.0080 .0389 -2.028 
36° . 04 0 .0045 .039 36° 
I 
-.005 .0429 -2.105 
40° . 0498 .0090 .075 40° -.OOS5 .0465 -2.281 
44° . 0515 .0135 .109 44° - . 0080 .0505 -2.630 
--
AILERON SPAN, 20 I ORES (67 PER CENT OF WINO SEMISPA ) 
Aileron up Aileron down 
0 CL CN 
I ___ ~~~--- 0 CL CN N IL 0° 0 0 0° 0 0 
-----------
4° +.0075 -.0040 -0.222 4° -.0050 + .0060 -0.500 
° .0150 -.0072 - . 200 8° -.0086 .0115 - . 558 
12° .0230 -.0090 -.163 12° -.0110 .0170 -.645 
16° . 0305 -.0095 -.130 16° -.0122 .0225 -.770 
20° .03 2 -.0095 -.104 20° -.0122 .02 0 -.958 
24° .0460 -.003 -.075 24° -.0111 .0335 -1. 259 
28° .04 0 -.0046 -.040 2 ° -.0102 .0391 -1.599 
32° .0500 +.0010 
I 
+.008 32° -.0097 . 0447 -1.921 
36° .0530 .0055 .043 36° -.0091 . 0502 -2.300 
40° .0556 .0090 .067 40° -.0092 .05 -2.530 
44° .0585 .0115 .082 44° - . 0098 .0612 -2.600 
EFFECT OF VARIATION OF CHORD AND SPA OF AILERO S 
TABLE XI.-U. . A. 27 WI G ECTION-CL , CN, A JD NIL FOR ONE AILERO 
[Varying chord of aileron. Anglo of pitch of a irplane, +12°; anglo of attack of wing, +16°; angle of yaw, 0°; anglo of roll, 0° I 
[NOTE.- Tbe values refer to either right Or left aileron; the signs refer to tbe right aileron. N /L=0.417 CN/CL] 
AILERO PAN 20 I CHES (67 PER CENT OF WII G SEMISPAN) 
AILERON CIlORD, 1.5 1 CIlES (15 PER CEN'l' OF WI G CnOHD) 
--
Aileron up Aileron down 
0 CL CN N/L 0 CL CN N/L 
--
0° 0 0 ----------- 0° 0 0 -----------
4: +. 0068 -.0020 -0.123 4° -.0055 -.0035 -0.266 
. 0125 -.0040 -.133 ° -.0100 . 0080 -.334 
12° .0178 -.0058 -.136 12° -.0140 .0120 -. 357 
16° . 0225 -.0065 -.120 16° -.0168 . 0155 -.385 
20° .0240 -.0040 - . 070 20° -.0190 .0195 -.428 
24° . 0255 -.001 - .029 24° -.0208 .0230 -.461 
28° .0277 +. 0008 +.012 28° -.0225 .0265 -.491 
32° .0301 . 0032 .044 32° - . 0233 .0300 -.537 
36° .0333 .0060 .075 36° -.0240 .0331 -.575 
40° .0375 .0080 .089 40° -.0238 .0362 -.634 
44° .0430 .0090 .087 44° -.0225 .0395 - .732 
AILERON cnORD, 2 INCnES (20 PER CE T OF WING CnORD) 
Aileron up Aileron down 
0 CL CN N IL 0 CL CN I NIL 
0° 0 0 ------- - --- 0° 0 0 --. ------ --
4° +. 0100 -.0030 -0. 125 4° - .0070 +. 0030 -0.179 
° .01 5 -.0049 -.llO ° -.0125 .0075 -.250 
12° .02- -.0060 -.097 12° -.01 .0138 -.364 
16° .0320 -.0062 -.081 16° - . 0180 .0195 -.452 
20° .0370 -.0060 -.068 20° - . 0200 .0250 -.521 
24° . 0415 - . 0045 - . 045 24° -.0213 .0300 -.588 
28° .0450 -.0022 -.020 28° - .0225 .0352 -.652 
32° .0475 +. 0016 +.014 32° - .0235 .0400 -.710 
36° .0460 .0060 .054 36° -.0240 .0440 - .764 
40° .0515 . 009 .079 40° -. 0245 .0476 - 810 
44° .0570 .0140 .102 44° - .0245 .0506 -. 861 
AILERON CnORD, 3 I NCnES (30 PEH CENT OF WING GrrORD) 
AileroD up Aileron dow D 
I 
i 
0 CL CN N/L 0 CL CN N/L 
0° 0 0 
--:":0:207 -- 0° 0 0 ---- --.---4° +. 0105 - .0052 4° - .0085 +. 0055 - 0.270 
8° .0210 -. 0078 -.155 8° -.0150 .0125 -. 34 
12° .0320 - .0085 -.111 12° -.01 I .0214 -. 493 
16° .0430 -.0070 -. 068 16° -. 0197 . 0295 -. 625 
20° .0540 -. 0032 -.025 20° -.0201 . 0360 -. 746 
24° .0650 +.0022 +.014 24° -. 0203 .0420 - .863 
28° .0695 . 0082 .049 28° -.0201 .0475 -. 985 
32° .0730 .0145 .083 32° -.0196 .0525 -1.115 
36° .0790 . 0205 . 110 36° -. 01 . 0575 - 1. 275 
40° . 050 .0267 .131 40° - .0177 . 0625 -1.473 
44° . 0910 .0330 . 151 44° -. 0163 .0670 -1. 710 
AILERO GIlORD, 3.5 I GRES (35 PER CENT OF WING CrrORD) 
Aileron up Aileron dOIVD 
8 eL eN NIL 8 eL eN N/ L 
----
0° 0 0 ----.------ 0° 0 0 ---------.. -
4° +. 0085 - .0042 - 0.206 4° - .0088 +. 0060 - 0.284 
8° .0200 -. 0068 -.142 ° -.0155 .0135 - .363 
12° .0365 -.0070 -.080 12° -.01 7 .0235 -. 524 
16° I .0500 - .0040 -.033 16° 
-.0192 .0320 - . 694 
20° .0620 +. 0010 +.007 20° -.0190 .0395 - .867 
24° .0730 .0068 . 039 24° -.016 .0460 -1.030 
28° .07 2 .0130 .069 28° -.010 .0530 - 1.227 
32° . 0835 .0195 .097 32° -.0172 .0590 -1.430 
36° .0885 .0260 .123 36° - . 0160 . 0650 - 1.694 
40° .0935 .0335 .149 40° -. 0148 .0705 -1. 986 
44° .09 5 .0410 . 174 44° - .0130 . 0760 - 2.438 
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TABLE XII .- . S. A. 27 WING ECTION-CL,C N , AND NIL FOR ONE AILERON 
[Varying span of ai leroD. A ngle of pitch of airplane, +12°; angle of attack of wing, + 16°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0°1 
[J OTE.-Thc \"alues apply to eilher right or left aileron; the signs refer to the right aileron. N/L=O.4I; CN/Cd 
AILERON CHORD, 2.5 I NCHE (25 PER CE T OF WlNG CHORD) 
AILERON 81'.\N, 10 INCIIE (33 PEn CEN'r OF WINO SElI \l SP.\N) 
Aileron lip Aileron down 
L C.,· N I L CL Cx NIL 
0° 0 0 
_.- - - .- -- -- 0° 0 0 
4° +.0052 -.0030 -0.241 1° -.00:1.1 +.OO~O -0.476 
8° .0105 - . 0050 - .199 8° -.0001 .0085 - . 5 I 
12° .0]60 - .0052 -.136 12° -.0087 .0130 -.623 
Wo 
.0210 -.0052 -.103 16° -.0/11 .0168 -.6:11 
20° .0264 -.~:l - .068 20° -.013 .0205 - . 619 
24° .0320 -.002.5 -.033 24° -. OlIO .024,5 -.no 
28° .0338 0 0 28° -.0130 .0282 -.901 
32° .0355 + .0025 +.029 32° -.01 10 .0315 -1.195 
3Ho 
.0380 .0000 .066 36° -. OliO .0347 -1.315 
40° .0395 .0090 .095 40° -.0120 .0376 -1.307 I 
14 ° .(HOO .0100 .104 '11° -.013 .~O\ -1.221 
.\ILn:RON tll'. \ N, 15 [l\"C' II ES (50 PEIl C~:NT' OF \I'l l G SEM[ P .\ N) 
Aileron up .\ ileron <lown 
- ---
CL C.v N /L CI. C" I NIL 
0° 0 0 0° 0 0 . . -- -. _---
4° +.007 -.~O -0.214 1° -.O~:; +.00.50 -0. W;J 
° .0152 -.0072 - .19g ° - .0015 .0110 -1.020 
12° .0226 -.0082 -.1.51 12° -.0039 .01;5 -I. 70 
Hio 
.0300 - .0080 -.111 16° -.0035 .022.1 -2.680 
20° .037.5 -.0050 -.0.56 20° - .00.12 .0260 -2. : 2 
21° .0450 -.0020 -.019 24° -.0052 .0300 -2. 105 
28° .~55 +.0015 +.014 28° -.0002 .0340 -2.2 
32° .~60 .0050 .~5 32° -.0070 .0 0 -2.2f3 
36° .~ .007 .071 36° -.0072 .~IS -2.420 
40° .~72 .0105 .093 10° - .0076 .~55 -2.496 
44° .0530 .0130 .102 1,10 -.0073 .~90 -2. 800 
.\[LERON ' P.\i\", 20 [NCIIE ' 'ENT OF II' lNG 
Aileron up 
GI. I CL C., N I }, 
-
(J0 0 0 0° () 0 
1° +.OO!)fj -.OQ:l:, -0.2&l 4° -.OO;JX +.OOliH - 0. 7 IIi 
RO 
.012.1 -.OO.;li - . 187 8° -.00.1 .01:10 -.1J:1I 
12° .021fi -.OOiO -.1:)6 12° -.0070 .o.1U2 -1.111 
lfio 
. 0.:110 -.oon -.OU7 lfio -.0.07 .0250 -1.;1I0 
20° .0100 -.0070. -.Oi:l 20.° -.0082 .0305 -1.552 
21° .~30 -.0052 -.0.50 2-Jo -.0.06 .o.3fiO -I. 745 
28° .0440. -.0020 -.0.19 28° -.0000 .010:; - 1. 875 
32° .0450. +. 0018 + . 017 32° -.0000 .0 110 -2.~0 
36° .0500 .0065 .054 3eo -.0090 .o.m -2.200 
40.° .0.155 .0112 .084 10° -.0090 .0522 -2.418 
<140 
.0620 .0.155 .I~ 11° -.0090 .0 5 -2.710. 
EFFECT OF VAlUATION OF CHORD A D SPAN OF AILERO 27 
TABLE XIII.-CLARK Y WI NG ECTION-COMBI ED VAL E OF eL, eN, AND NIL (RIGHT AILERON P , 
LEFT AILERO r DOW ) 
I\ ' arying chord of aileron . Angle of pitch of ai rp lane, +12°; anglo of attack of wing, +16°; angle of yaw. 0°; angle of ro ll , 0°1 
[NOTE.- l /L=0.417 CN/CL] 
AILERO J PAN, 20 INCHE (67 PER CENT OF WI NG EMI PA T) 
, 
--
AI LERON c n ORD, 1.5 INCH ES (15 AI LERO CH ORD,2 1 TIES (20 
PER CENT OJ? WT NO CH ORD) PER CENT OF \\' INO CII ORD) 
0 CL CN TIL 0 Cc CN N IL 
---- ----
0° 0 0 
---- -----
0° 0 0 
----- -
,. 
4° +.0095 -.00 1 -0.356 4° +. 0115 -.0090 -0.326 
° .0195 -.0.147 -.314 ° . 0.217 -.017li -.336 
12° .0295 -.0213 -.301 12° . 0308 - . 0240 - . 325 
16° .0·120 -.0270 -.268 16° .0394 -,0290. -.307 
20° .0405 - .0.320 -. 2 3 20° .o.H -.0330. -.288 I 24° . 0~60 - . 0370 -.335 2-1° .0508 -.0365 -.:!OO 
2 ° .0463 - . 0410 -.369 28° .0527 -.0390 -.30.9 
:12° . o.~ 6 -.0.·145 -.397 32° . 0.550 -.o.~lo. -.311 
36° .0·176 -.0468 -. 410 36° .0580 -. 0~ 25 -.306 
40° .0485 -.0490 -. 421 40° .0616 - . 0433 -.293 
44° .0509 -.0510 -A18 44° .06i3 -.0.435 -.270. 
AILERON C Il ORD,3 I Nc n E (30 AILERON CH OR I ,3.5 I NC II ES (35 
PER EN'l' OF \\'I NO 11 0 llD) PEn CE " I' O ~' \I' [NO Cn ORD) 
-- ---
0 CI, CN I N / L 0 CI, CN N / L 
I - - - --0.0 0 0 .. 
-----
0° 0 0. --- -- ------
4° + . 0147 -.0.117 -0.332 4° +.0126 -.0145 -0.40 
8° .0270. -.0212 -.327 ° .0232 -.0260. -.467 
12° .0.3 8 -.0.294 -.316 12° .0.335 -.0.350 - . 43(; 
16° .0.502 -.0.362 -.30.1 16° .0480 -.0430 -.374 
20° .0625 - .0410. - . 274 20° .0636 -.0.4 5 -.31 
24° . 0.752 -.0.-122 -.234 24° .0760 -.0.500 -.274 
I 28° .0790. - . 0420 -.222 ° .0843 -.0500 -.2<17 32° . 0.822 -.0430. -.21 32° .0901 -.0.510. -.23 36° .0 -.0457 -.216 36° .0.893 -.0.545 -.255 
,10° .0942 - . 0.515 -.228 40.° .09·12 -.0600 -.266 
44° .10.11 -.0665 -.274 44° .0990. -.0700 -.295 
TABLE X [V.-CLARK Y WI NG ECTION-COMBINED VALUES OF eL, eN, ND NI L (RI GHT AILERO UP, 
LEFT AILERO DOWN) 
[\ 'orying span of aileron . .\ ngle of pitch of a irplane, +12°; anglo of aUack of w ing, +16°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0.°] 
[NOTE.-N/L=Q.417 C.v/ CLl 
AILERO CHORD , 2. 5 INCHE (25 PER CE IT OF WING CHORD) 
---
,\[[.JeRON ~P.\N, 10 INC II r:S (:\3 AII , r:RON 81'A ', If, I NC III<;S (50 I,U LERO ' P .\ N, 20. INC'I I r:S «(\7 
PIeR CIe ' I' 0 1" \\'1 '0 8 1,MI, l' r: n (, I~ 'l' 0 1" II'I NO f;r;~ J1 ' PER (' Ie ' 1' O~' \\' 1 fO SEM I, 
Hl'AN) S P .\ N) "P.I N) 
1---
('I, cv_1 NI L CI, e", NIJ~ Cc CN N IL 
----
0.0 0 o , .. , ... _ .. 0° 0 0 
-~ - - ----- -- 0° 0 
4° + 001\.3 
- . 006:; I -0.. 327 4° +0117 -.0095 4~ +0125 -0..33\ 
° .0161 -.0.120 -.3 ll ° . 0.235 - . 01 78 .0236 -.3:!1 
12° .023 1 -.0155 -.276 12° .0326 -.0247 12° .0340 - . 31(} 
16° .0300 -.0.145 -.201 16° .0101 - . 0295 Hio . 0427 -.312 
20° .0370 -.0.226 -,255 20° . Q~S8 - . 0325 20° .0504 -.310 
24° . 0430 - . 0245 - . 23 24° .0525 - . 0350 24° .0.571 -.30.., 
28° . OlIO -.02: -.245 28° .0528 -.0366 28° .0 2 -.313 
32° .014.1 - . 0.260 -.244 32° . 0.540 -.0379 32° .0597 -.305 
3()O 
.0460 -.0260 -.236 36° .0565 -.03 4 36° . 0.621 -.300 
40° .017 1 -.0.265 - . 233 '10° .0.583 - . 0375 40° .0648 -.301 
44° .04 .; -.0.273 -.235 4_10 .0.;95 - . 0370. 4·1° . 0683 -.303 
-
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TABLE XV.-U . . A. 27 WI G SECTIO -COMBI JED VALUES OF CL , CN , AND IL (RIGHT AILE RO N P, LEFT 
AILERO DOW ) 
[Varying chord of aileron. Angle of pitch of a ir plane, +12°; angle of attack of wing, + 16°; angle of yaw, 0°; a ngle of rOll , 0°] 
l OTE.- /L=0.417 CN/C,.] 
AILE RON P AN , 20 INCHES (67 P ER CE T OF WI G SE n SP AN) 
AILERO C'IlORD, 1.5 INCIIE AILERO T HORD,2IN HE 
(15 PER ENT O.F WI NO C H ORD) (20 PER CE "r OF WINO CrrORD) 
0 CL CN NIL 8 CL CN NIL 
-
0° 0 0 ~ -- - ------ 0° 0 0 -----_.----
4° +.0123 -.0055 -0. 16 4° +.OJiO -.0060 -0.147 
8° .0225 -.0120 -.222 ° .0310 -.0124 -.167 
12° .031 -.0118 -.233 12° .0416 -.0198 -.198 I 16° .0393 -.0220 -.233 16° .0500 -.0257 -.214 
20° .0430 -.0235 -.228 20° .0570 -.0310 -.227 
24° .0463 -.0248 -.223 24° .0628 -.0345 -.229 
28° .0502 -.0257 -.213 28° .0615 -.0374 -.231 
32° .0534 -.02 -.209 32° . 0710 -.034 -.226 
36° .0513 -.0271 -.197 36° .0700 -.03 0 -.226 
40° . 0613 -.0282 -.192 40° .0760 -.037 -.207 
44° .0655 -.0305 -.194 44° . OS15 -.0366 -.17 
I 
AILERON c rrORD 3 r CIIE AILERON crrORD, 3.5 I T IT E 
(30 PER CE 'I' OF WiNO CH ORD) (35 PER EN'!' OF WINO CHORD) 
8 CL CN NIL 8 CL CN NIL 
--
0° 0 0 ----. ----- 0° 0 0 -----------
4° +.0190 - . 0107 -0.235 4° +.0173 -.0102 -0.244 
° .0360 -.0203 -.235 ° .0355 -.0203 - . 239 
12° .0501 -.0299 -.246 12° .0552 - . 0.305 -.230 
16° . 0627 - . 0365 -.243 16° .0692 -.0360 -.2li 
20° .0741 -.0392 -.221 20° .0 10 -.035 -.19 
24° .0853 -.039 -.195 24° .0916 -.0392 -.17 
28° .0896 -.0393 -.13 28° .0962 -.0400 -.174 
32° . 0926 -.0380 -.171 32° .1007 -.0395 -.164 
36° .0978 -.0370 - . 1.\8 36° .IOJ5 - . 0390 -.155 
40° .1027 -.0358 -.145 40° .IOS3 - . 0370 -.142 
44° .1073 -.0340 -.132 44° .1115 -.0350 -.131 
TABLE XVI.-U. S. A. 27 WI G E CTION-COMBII ED VALUES OF Cf." CN , AND NIL (RIGHT AILE RO UP , 
LE FT AILE RO DOWN ) 
[Varying span of aileron . Angle of pitch of ai rplane, +12°; angle or attack of wing, +16°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, D°] 
lNoTE.-N/L=0.417 CN/CL] 
AILE RO J CHORD, 2. 5 I NCHES (25 P E R CENT OF WI NG CHORD) 
AI LE RON PA 10 INC UE (33 AI LERON SPAN, 15 I I CIT E (50 AILERON SPA, 20 INC IT ES (67 
PER E TT OF ,hNO EMI PAN) PER ENT OF WINO ElIIlSPAN) PEU CEN'I' OF WI NO SElIII PAN) I 
0 CL C.V NIl- 8 CL CN NIL 8 CL ON NIL 
--
0° 0 0 "':':ii~335 - 0° 0 0. .---------- D° 0 0. .----------4° + . 0087 -.0070 4° +.0.123 -.0090. -0.30.5 4° +.0093 -.0106 -0.475 
8° .0166 -.0135 - . 339 8° .0197 -.012 -.385 ° .0183 -.0186 -.424 
12° . 0.247 - . 01 2 -.30.7 12° .0.265 - . 0.257 -.404 12° .D~ -.0.262 -.3 16° .0321 =:g~, -.286 16° . 0335 -.0305 - . 380 16° .03 -.0322 -.346 20° .0402 -.254 20° .04 17 -.0310 -.310 20° .0.4 2 -.0375 -.324 
24° .0460 -.0.270. -.245 24° .0.502 - . 0320 :s. 266 24° .0.516 -.0412 - . 333 
28° :8!~ -.0.282 -.251 28° .0517 -.0325 .262 28° .0.530 -. 0~25 -.334 32° -.0290 -.200 32° .0530 -.0330 -.260 32° .0540 -.0422 -.326 
36° .0490 -.0.287 -.244 36° .0530 -.0340 -.268 36° .0590 -.0410 -.296 
40° .0515 -.0.286 -.233 40.° .054 -.0350 -.266 40° .0645 -.0410 -.265 
44° .0538 - . 030<1 -.236 44° .0603 -.0360 -.249 44° .0710. -.0430 -.253 
EFFE T OF VARIATIO OF CHORD AND PA OF AIRLERO 29 
TABLE XVI I.-CLARK Y WII G SECTION-CL AND CN FOR ONE AILERO 
[Aileron set at 20°. Angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0°] 
[N oTE.- The values refer to either right Or left aileron, the signs refer to t he right aileron] 
AILERON SPA HES (67 PER CE T OF WI G EMISPA 
Aileron chord , 2 inches (20 per cent of wi ng chord) 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear 
Sym- to axis) Designa- Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol tion bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolling ______ L Y------> Z rolL _____ ip 11, p 
LateraL _______ Y Y pitching ____ M Z--'X pitch _____ e v q 
NormaL ______ Z Z yawing _____ N X------> Y yaw _____ W w r 
Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), o. (Indicate surface by proper 
sUbscript.) 
L M 
OL= qbS OM= qcS 
]), J)iarneter. 
Pe, Effective pitch. 
Pq, Mean geometric pitch. 
P.. Standard pitch. 
P1), Zero thrust. 
Pa, Zero torque. 
p/]), Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
Vs, Slip stream velocity. 




(If "coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
'1'), Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, Revolutions per sec., r. p. s. 
N, Revolutions per minute, r. p. m. 
<P, Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 Ib./ft'/sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 mls 
1 mls = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. =0.4535924277 kg 
1 kg=2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808333 ft. 

